
Complete the sentence with the correct relative pronoun and/or relative adverb.

Frequently confused words: Complete the sentence with the correct word.

Rewrite to form a complete sentence (or sentences) without fragments or run-ons.

Rewrite adding commas and quotation marks for direct speech.
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who • whom • whose • that • which               where • when • why

Mrs. Landon,                                    daughter is also a teacher, teaches sixth grade.

                                  down your bag and then                       and down and take a nap.  (lay/lie)

The crisp fall breeze flowed through the branches leaves fell to the ground.

William Shakespeare wrote love all, trust a few, do wrong to none.

When the runners finish the race, they                                     to catch their breath.

were stopping                 are stopping                 will be stopping

Select the correct verb tense.  Then identify if the correct verb tense is past progressive, 
present progressive, or future progressive.

exceed means:

We cannot believe how long it is taking us to get to San Diego.  We have already been in 
the car for an hour and had traveled less than ten miles.  With the traffic as heavy as it is, 
we are lucky if we could exceed twenty-five miles per hour.

Choose the synonym for:   crew   game          sport          individual          group

Choose the antonym for:   assist order          hinder          relieve          helps

Choose a matching analogy. hot : warm

a) terrible : bad           b) cold : ice           c) brave : coward           d) sharp : dull

         change          begining          state        

Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.



the parks of the city

Rewrite using a possessive noun.
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The                                                           sun made it difficult for them to see.

Use a coordinating conjunction to combine and create a compound sentence.

Rewrite with the correct capitalization.

I am not in the mood for Italian food.  I don’t feel like eating Mexican food.

on june 4, 2015, we celebrate his graduation at pizza palace.

Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.

Circle the prepositions and cross out the prepositional phrases.

Add at least two adjectives in the correct order.

Use the meaning of the roots/affixes to define the word.  Provide a dictionary definition.

First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: 
Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.

Safe drivers always observe the speed limit.

She placed her books from school in the bag.

After her shower she was as clean as a whistle.

1. v. To see; to notice
2. v. To obey
3. v. To mark an event or day

ob•serve   

for  •  and  •  nor  •  but  •  or  •  yet  •  so

MS

comfort “com” - with, together  “fort” - strong, strengthenh
My Definition:

Dictionary Definition:

a) losing a pencil                b) losing a pet                c) breaking an arm

Which of the following would cause misery?

impolitely prefix: base or root: suffix:m



Complete the sentence with the correct relative pronoun and/or relative adverb.

Frequently confused words: Complete the sentence with the correct word.

Rewrite to form a complete sentence (or sentences) without fragments or run-ons.

Rewrite adding commas and quotation marks for direct speech.
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who • whom • whose • that • which               where • when • why

The book                                    I checked out last week is due tomorrow.

I hope                                    able to come to the play with us.  (their/there/they’re)

Found a frog.  Took it home to show my sister she screamed.

Of course you are invited said Vince We would love to have you come.

The baby                                      when her mom left the room.

was crying                 is crying                  will be crying

Select the correct verb tense.  Then identify if the correct verb tense is past progressive, 
present progressive, or future progressive.

landscape means:

The country landscape is always a pleasant change from what we see in the city.  We 
enjoy looking at the green grass, trees, and rolling hills that we pass on our drive.  It is so 
peaceful and natural, and every once in a while we drive by a small house or farm.  

Choose the synonym for:   ambition satisfaction          grant          laziness          desire

Choose the antonym for:   surrender resign          defend          quit          weapons

Choose a matching analogy. ring : finger

a) wrist : bracelet           b) necklace : neck           c) jeans : coat           d) shoes : socks

last          stranje          where        

Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.



rights of the people

Rewrite using a possessive noun.
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I love to eat                                                           food.

Use a coordinating conjunction to combine and create a compound sentence.

Rewrite with the correct capitalization.

He is unhappy with his grades.  He doesn’t pay attention in class.

cindy saw the play phantom of the opera while visiting new york.

Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.

Circle the prepositions and cross out the prepositional phrases.

Add at least two adjectives in the correct order.

Use the meaning of the roots/affixes to define the word.  Provide a dictionary definition.

First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: 
Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.

During the winter it is very common to contract a cold, or even the flu.

She ran to the bus after school.

Her messy room was a disaster area.

1. n. An agreement that has the force of law
2. v. To make an agreement that has the force of law
3. v. (kən  trăkt’) To get; to come to have

con•tract   

for  •  and  •  nor  •  but  •  or  •  yet  •  so

MS

synchronize “syn” - with       “chron” - timeh
My Definition:

Dictionary Definition:

a) a thought                b) an idea                c) a hot dog

Which of the following could be conveyed?

unbreakable prefix: base or root: suffix:m



Complete the sentence with the correct relative pronoun and/or relative adverb.

Frequently confused words: Complete the sentence with the correct word.

Rewrite to form a complete sentence (or sentences) without fragments or run-ons.

Rewrite adding commas and quotation marks for direct speech.
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This is the hospital                                    I was born.

we went to the mall, which was more crowded                       the beach. (than/then)

Growing fast.  I am three inches taller than I was last year I am taller than my mom.

We are trying out for the soccer team explained Sean.

The puppy                                     from the bright sunlight outside.

was blinking                 is blinking                 will be blinking

Select the correct verb tense.  Then identify if the correct verb tense is past progressive, 
present progressive, or future progressive.

monotonous means:

The car ride home took forever.  Nothing could have been more monotonous.  All we saw 
were thousands of headlights hour after hour.  “Now this is an exciting change from the 
daily routine!,” my father said jokingly.  We groaned at his attempt at humor. 

Choose the synonym for:   frail   strong          weak          power          dead

Choose the antonym for:   jagged ripped          even          shredded          cut

Choose a matching analogy. cheap : inexpensive

a) smart : wild           b) incorrect : wrong           c) weak : strong           d) love : friend

repair          recycle          waiste        

Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.



the cars of the fans

Rewrite using a possessive noun.
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The bear kept a close eye on her                                                           cubs.

Use a coordinating conjunction to combine and create a compound sentence.

Rewrite with the correct capitalization.

Ruslan can’t come to dinner.  He is working late tonight.

my dad has an old ford mustang that used to belong to grandpa jack.

Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.

Circle the prepositions and cross out the prepositional phrases.

Add at least two adjectives in the correct order.

Use the meaning of the roots/affixes to define the word.  Provide a dictionary definition.

First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: 
Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.

The car loan had a 10-day grace period before the first payment was due.

Before the storm, we took cover below deck.

Megan came to the party with an army of friends.

1. n. Beauty of form or movement
2. n. A short prayer said before a meal
3. n. An extra period to do or pay something

grace

for  •  and  •  nor  •  but  •  or  •  yet  •  so

MS

convert “con” - with, together  “vert” - turnh
My Definition:

Dictionary Definition:

a) a boulder                b) a room                c) a car

Which of the following could be vacant?

unrelenting prefix: base or root: suffix:m



Complete the sentence with the correct relative pronoun and/or relative adverb.

Frequently confused words: Complete the sentence with the correct word.

Rewrite to form a complete sentence (or sentences) without fragments or run-ons.

Rewrite adding commas and quotation marks for direct speech.
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                                  you enter the classroom, please take your hat off.

My little brother is so excited about his                                    tooth. (lose/loose)

Waiting for hours and hours.  Our plane was finally ready for us to board.

Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much stated Helen Keller.

After I go on a hike, I                                     a long nap.

was taking                 am taking                 will be taking

Select the correct verb tense.  Then identify if the correct verb tense is past progressive, 
present progressive, or future progressive.

hub means:

Northern California has become a hub for technology. Many successful computer 
companies are based there, and it is well known as the center of innovation in technology.  
If you want to be a computer programmer, you might want to consider moving there.

Choose the synonym for:   process resist          drain          method          case

Choose the antonym for:   irregular random          consistent          promote          obvious

Choose a matching analogy. foot : shoe

a) hand : glove           b) sock : foot           c) water : ocean           d) send : mail

done          their          untill        

Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.



playgrounds of two schools

Rewrite using a possessive noun.
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We enjoyed eating the                                                           dessert after dinner.

Use a coordinating conjunction to combine and create a compound sentence.

Rewrite with the correct capitalization.

Michelle lent me her tent.  I borrowed a sleeping bag from Dave.

the book where the wild things are won a caldecott medal in 1964.

Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.

Circle the prepositions and cross out the prepositional phrases.

Add at least two adjectives in the correct order.

Use the meaning of the roots/affixes to define the word.  Provide a dictionary definition.

First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: 
Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.

My dad is entertaining the idea of buying my older brother a car.

The dog barked at my neighbor.

His new computer is as light as air.

1. v. To interest and amuse
2. v. To have guests
3. v. To have in mind or to consider

en•ter•tain   

for  •  and  •  nor  •  but  •  or  •  yet  •  so

MS

epidemic “epi” - upon   “dem” - the  peopleh
My Definition:

Dictionary Definition:

a) the smell of apple pie                b) an alarm clock               c) soothing music

Which of the following would arouse a person?

disorganized prefix: base or root: suffix:m



Complete the sentence with the correct relative pronoun and/or relative adverb.

Frequently confused words: Complete the sentence with the correct word.

Rewrite to form a complete sentence (or sentences) without fragments or run-ons.

Rewrite adding commas and quotation marks for direct speech.
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The waiter,                                    we have been waiting for, finally took our order.

We                                    a number of gas stations on our way to Las Vegas. (passed/past)

Lisa loves to go for a run every morning she never skips a day even if she is sick.

What’s the score? he asked as he walked up the bleachers.  

Right now he                                     on the couch while his mom paints his room.

was sleeping                 is sleeping                 will be sleeping

Select the correct verb tense.  Then identify if the correct verb tense is past progressive, 
present progressive, or future progressive.

reside means:

It was impossible for Sergeant Lewis to reside with his family while serving in the military.  
Because he was away for such long periods, he was rarely able to visit his family.  During 
this time, he was more of a guest than a member of the family.

Choose the synonym for:   chasm  lake          abyss          plain          delta

Choose the antonym for:   firm old          hard          supple          strong

Choose a matching analogy. water : wet

a) fence : wood           b) soft : cotton           c) rock : hard           d) dog : friendly

alot          return          wallet        

Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.



the book of Hollis

Rewrite using a possessive noun.
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He balanced on the                                                           log that was floating in the lake.

Use a coordinating conjunction to combine and create a compound sentence.

Rewrite with the correct capitalization.

It’s going to be hot today.  I packed plenty of water to stay hydrated.

 i think virginia drove her cadillac to niagara falls.

Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.

Circle the prepositions and cross out the prepositional phrases.

Add at least two adjectives in the correct order.

Use the meaning of the roots/affixes to define the word.  Provide a dictionary definition.

First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: 
Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.

I am not too keen on taking the boat out in the middle of this storm.

Before the movie, we watched the previews.

When I had the flu I was as sick as a dog.

1. adj. Having a sharp edge
2. adj. Showing a strong interest; eager
3. adj. Having sharp senses; quick to understand

keen

for  •  and  •  nor  •  but  •  or  •  yet  •  so

MS

antonym “ant” - against, opposed to, preventive         “onym” - nameh
My Definition:

Dictionary Definition:

a) going to an amusement park                b) taking a nap                c) brushing your teeth

Which of the following would be a thrill?

misunderstanding prefix: base or root: suffix:m



Complete the sentence with the correct relative pronoun and/or relative adverb.

Frequently confused words: Complete the sentence with the correct word.

Rewrite to form a complete sentence (or sentences) without fragments or run-ons.

Rewrite adding commas and quotation marks for direct speech.
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This is the apartment                                    my uncle lives.

They                                    laughing at all of my jokes.  (were, we’re)

The tortoise pulled his head into the shell the loud noise scared him.

John F. Kennedy said The time to repair the roof is when the sun is shining.

We                                     the house when the earthquake occurred.

were painting                 are painting                 will be painting

Select the correct verb tense.  Then identify if the correct verb tense is past progressive, 
present progressive, or future progressive.

sanitary means:

We appreciated how sanitary the restaurant was.  Every surface was as clean as could 
be.  The floors sparkled and the tables were spotless.  The kitchen was just as tidy, so we 
knew that our meal would be safe and healthy to eat.

Choose the synonym for:   advice friendship          cover          help          recommendation

Choose the antonym for:   diligent  lazy          studious          caring          loving

Choose a matching analogy. scared : courage

a) terrified : love           b) hateful : anger           c) smart : energy           d) healthy : illness

town          close          thum        

Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.



leadership of some students

Rewrite using a possessive noun.
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We could barely see the                                                           ants that were invading our picnic.

Use a coordinating conjunction to combine and create a compound sentence.

Rewrite with the correct capitalization.

She wasn’t able to see the movie.  She could not go to the party.

while in kentucy, we saw amazing fireworks on the fourth of july.

Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.

Circle the prepositions and cross out the prepositional phrases.

Add at least two adjectives in the correct order.

Use the meaning of the roots/affixes to define the word.  Provide a dictionary definition.

First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: 
Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.

After the bike accident, my dad had a pretty bad limp for several weeks.

On our hike we climbed to the top.

My love is a delicate flower.

1. v. To walk lamely or in an uneven way
2. n. An uneven or lopsided walk
3. adj. Not stiff or firm

limp

for  •  and  •  nor  •  but  •  or  •  yet  •  so

MS

interrupt “inter” - among, between   “rupt” - breakh
My Definition:

Dictionary Definition:

a) a mouse                b) a lion              c) a sky diver

Which of the following would be bold?

disorderly prefix: base or root: suffix:m



Complete the sentence with the correct relative pronoun and/or relative adverb.

Frequently confused words: Complete the sentence with the correct word.

Rewrite to form a complete sentence (or sentences) without fragments or run-ons.

Rewrite adding commas and quotation marks for direct speech.
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The cat                                    was black sat on my lap and purred.

You need to make sure warm outside before wearing shorts. (its/it’s)

On the hike. Climbed over the rocks.  Then they crossed the bridge. 

I saw a manta ray and a sea lion when I visited the aquarium said Devon.

I my bags once I know for sure that I can go on the trip.

was packing                 am packing                 will be packing

Select the correct verb tense.  Then identify if the correct verb tense is past progressive, 
present progressive, or future progressive.

absurd means:

Abby was known for her ridiculous ideas, but her latest one was perhaps her most 
foolish.  We thought she was kidding, but after we stopped laughing we realized she was 
quite serious.  A lemonade stand during a thunderstorm?  Now that is just absurd!  

Choose the synonym for:   transparent  opaque          dense          clear          murky

Choose the antonym for:   chaotic fun          busy          crazy          orderly

Choose a matching analogy. hammer : hit

a) pen : build b) table : eat c) work : play d) knife : cut

dosen’t          rent          believe        

Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.



ideas of the leaders

Rewrite using a possessive noun.
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Could you hand me the                                                           remote control.

Use a coordinating conjunction to combine and create a compound sentence.

Rewrite with the correct capitalization.

I really want a new puppy.  I don’t have time to care for one right now.

please ask sebastian if he would like to eat dinner at fireside grill for father’s day.

Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.

Circle the prepositions and cross out the prepositional phrases.

Add at least two adjectives in the correct order.

Use the meaning of the roots/affixes to define the word.  Provide a dictionary definition.

First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: 
Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.

On the surface he looks like a tough guy, but he’s the kindest person I know.

The mouse ran across the table and onto the floor.

The steak was as tough as leather.

1. n. The outside layer; the top
2. n. An outward look or appearance
3. v. To rise to the top of a body of water

sur•face   

for  •  and  •  nor  •  but  •  or  •  yet  •  so

MS

perimeter “peri” - around  “meter” - measureh
My Definition:

Dictionary Definition:

a) a battle ship                b) diamonds                c) stolen jewelry

Which of the following would be smuggled?

unfriendly prefix: base or root: suffix:m



Complete the sentence with the correct relative pronoun and/or relative adverb.

Frequently confused words: Complete the sentence with the correct word.

Rewrite to form a complete sentence (or sentences) without fragments or run-ons.

Rewrite adding commas and quotation marks for direct speech.
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The jury handed the envelop to the judge,                                    immediately opened it.

That                            of global warming will                            us for many years. (affect/effect)

Wind blew the drapes.  When he opened the window the cool breeze was refreshing.

If you keep trying Leah advised you can accomplish anything.

Aunt Roberta                                      the family reunion right now.

was planning                 is planning                 will be planning

Select the correct verb tense.  Then identify if the correct verb tense is past progressive, 
present progressive, or future progressive.

rivals mean:

Even though we are the best of friends, Earl and I have been rivals in sports since we were 
five years old.  We have never been on the same team and always competed against each 
other.  It will be quite a change next year, when we both play on the same soccer team.

Choose the synonym for:   finicky   picky          creative          easy          open

Choose the antonym for:   fret relax          worry          understand          release

Choose a matching analogy. vehicle : transport

a) rules : laws           b) shield : protect           c) song : sing           d) pencil : face

some          peice          breeze        

Circle the misspelled word and write it correctly in the space below.



face of the stranger

Rewrite using a possessive noun.
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The                                                           horse swatted flies away with its tail.

Use a coordinating conjunction to combine and create a compound sentence.

Rewrite with the correct capitalization.

We can swim in the lake tomorrow.  We can ride in the boat tomorrow.

the rms titanic sank on april 15, 1912 in the atlantic ocean.

Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.

Circle the prepositions and cross out the prepositional phrases.

Add at least two adjectives in the correct order.

Use the meaning of the roots/affixes to define the word.  Provide a dictionary definition.

First identify if the following sentence is a simile or a metaphor: 
Then underline the two objects that are being compared to each other.

As an only child, Stacy was the sole owner of her parents’ house once they died.

The horses raced around the track towards the finish line.

Thank you for sharing your pearls of wisdom.

1. n. The underside of a foot or shoe
2. adj. Being the only one of its kind
3. n. A flat fish that is caught and eaten for food

sole  

for  •  and  •  nor  •  but  •  or  •  yet  •  so

MS

telegram “tele” - far, end  “gram” - writingh
My Definition:

Dictionary Definition:

a) flying first class                b) leather car seats                c) wearing socks

Which of the following would be a luxury?

repainting prefix: base or root: suffix:m


